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United States Hall Street brand SUPREME along with the fall and fall and winter, once again with the sliding board friends vans
common cooperation. Create a series of joint shoe models. Set out from the most classic vans era and Sk-8 the series, shoe body
chooses the supreme symbol of "fuck em!" prints, very interesting flavor and taste in the streets. Respectively red and black styles for
your selection, will be on November 6, first in New York and Los Angeles, London, and online store sale. As for the Japanese fans to
wait until November 8 in order to see the new series of Mami. Interested friends may wish to pay more attention to this. 
/>
converse 2013 brought size? Limited series, the new series of "winter" is not really does not bear the name, in addition to the use of
color is full of winter, the atmosphere of the earth, suede and wool mix and add more a bit warm feeling, this series includes racer,
ChevronStar hi and Chuck Taylor all star Low-E three, interested friends can go to the size of the query. 
SIZE? Official website: sizestores.co.uk
/>
as Air Max in the family of a very high popularity, Air Max 1 has been called the most ambitious running shoes. Over the years the
classic air max 1 has not only pair of running shoes, gradually has formed a unique culture of its own, including the trend in the market,
the fall 2012 series a total of four color versions, including blue, beige, blue / yellow rice and lime / blue, and in the bottom of the
yellow and, definitely will make shoes exudes the taste is not the same. The originator as Nike air max series running shoes, air max
1 has a outstanding reputation, this will be the new color to buy a home, whether it is normal wear or as a sports equipment will is a
good choice! 
Source:
I do not know since when, AJ began to take advantage of the year-end when the end of a big fuss, have brought heavy shoes. In
November and December this year, we will usher in a continuous long-awaited two pairs of shoes air jordan IV "Bred" and the Air
Jordan XI "Bred", although about two pairs of news we already had reported, but often see their messages still can not help make
people excited today about two pairs of shoes sold for more details released to the public, but people this morning have put up signs
pointing to the price of the shoes. When you see all of the offer price higher than the previous price engraved about one percent of the
time, some friends began to escalate their problems. But I personally feel this need! For high-speed rising prices today, price of only
about 10 percent lower than the industry level, but we can accept it better than some of the shoe from the hands of traffickers to spend
several times higher than the original price to buy their favorite shoes Multi-righteousness. Anyway we all enjoy, the end of the year
this road AJ feast of delicious, really do not let anything else to disturb the taste of this one! 
Source: sneakernews
Sports players The Boxtrolls & timesNike Roshe Run do not note the color models 2014-09-26 10:37:25 Chinese shoes network
cnxz.cn [Source: FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network September 26 hearing, to commemorate the upcoming 3D animated film "The Boxtrolls", Nike also
especially to its ultra-popular shoes Roshe Run modeled starting to build, dubbed "Trollstrikes" of do not note version. This shoe is
designed by the legendary master Tinker Hatfield hand surgeon completed and the movie "The Boxtrolls" inspiration, using a brown
suede material constituting the cylinder body of the shoe, combined with linen printed on both sides, specially designed Pankou
hemp laces, and increase fish pattern on the tongue, "humble" texture, the last ancient city wall mounted printed pattern running sole
exhibits very clever movie elements into shoe design. It is reported that this shoe only between September 24 to October 3 date
limited sale. (Media Partner: shoe-like image progenitor cloud Winnipeg shoes) 
Related news
all of Nike's plans are compatible with the iPod launched in the future sports shoes. Nike CEO Mark Parker in an interview with The
Associated Press said: "Nike plans before the end of this year so that all the sneakers with Nike + technology, which is compatible
with iPod players, as well as plans progress drama utid date, I do We can not disclose, but we can see before the end of the "
. last May, Apple to launch a Nike + iPod Sport Kit and Nike, including 802.11 specifications wireless sensors, iPod nano receiver. 
Nike sneakers with the upcoming launch of the new nano the perfect combination of 
Through the wireless transmission of data 
the kit can be used with Nike shoes were supporting the use, as follows: After you insert the wireless sensors provide Nike soles
(specifically left slot), plug in the nano docking port reception device, you can display the time spent runners, calories burned and
pace on such nano's display screen. In the running process, voice transmission via headset, users do not know that they can also see
the display of running speed, pace and other data.
NIKE Air Flight 89 highly popular, in 89 years as it is just out on the occasion of a public contemporary shoe fans for everyone to see
the facts, and even then because of the early launch of the Salvation air jordan 4, also modeled after the Air Flight 89 soles Flight
typeface design and marked under the Jumpman Logo is one very successful year sneaker styles. 
gone through 20 years will, Nike Air Light is still popular applause, and more into a public list of commonly used styles Hip Hop
superstar among today Nike has introduced a gray version of the Air Flight 89, with gray nubuck nubuck leather to create shoes,
black Swoosh Logo and classic details in gray sole shoes also appeared to be quite appropriate benefits, and this is a black and
white color gray years dead wild colors, is an indispensable sneaker shoe The match weapon, now Login size? shelves for sale, part
size has been sold off, friends want to start to seize the time. 
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